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Comcast Corp.-owned Sky will double the budget for creating its own 
movies and television shows to about $1.3 billion over the next five 
years, Sky said on Wednesday. Comcast acquired UK-based pay-TV 
operator Sky for $40 billion in 2018. Comcast, the nation’s largest 
cable-TV and residential internet provider, has said it will launch a 
streaming service with Sky and Comcast-owned NBCUniversal. 
 
Sky’s announcement comes as Netflix is spending billions of dollars on 
original entertainment to satisfy its tens of millions of subscribers, and 
the Walt Disney Co. is launching streaming services with its original 
movies and content. Sky Studios will produce and develop original 
content across all genres, with a focus on drama and comedy, the 
company said. In July, production will begin on Sky Studios’ six-part 
drama called The Third Day, a co-production with HBO, Sky said. It will 
star Jude Law.  
 
The $1.3 billion is based on Sky’s previously reported current budget 
for original content. “This is a transformational development for us. Sky 
Studios will drive our vision to be the leading force in European content 
development and production,” Sky chief executive Jeremy Darroch 
said in a statement. – Philadelphia Inquirer  
_______________________________________________________ 
Lawmakers and public-interest groups have lambasted the Federal 
Communications Commission for inaccurate maps that overstate 
coverage and hinder government efforts to subsidize internet service in 
unserved rural areas. A big part of the problem is how the FCC 
measures coverage. The country is divided into census blocks, which 
can stretch hundreds of square miles in rural areas. The FCC now 
considers the entire block served even if just one location has service. 
 
FCC Chairman Ajit Pai announced during a Senate hearing 
Wednesday that he wants phone and cable companies to be more 
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specific about where they offer service and for maps to incorporate 
public feedback. A vote is planned in August. – Associated Press  
_______________________________________________________ 
Facebook Inc. uncovered emails that appear to connect Chief 
Executive Mark Zuckerberg to potentially problematic privacy practices 
at the company, according to people familiar with the matter. Within the 
company, the unearthing of the emails in the process of responding to 
a continuing federal privacy investigation has raised concerns that they 
would be harmful to Facebook—at least from a public-relations 
standpoint—if they were to become public, one of the people said. 
 
The potential impact of the internal emails has been a factor in the tech 
giant’s desire to reach a speedy settlement of the investigation by the 
Federal Trade Commission, one of the people said. Facebook is 
operating under a 2012 consent decree with the agency related to 
privacy, and the emails sent around that time suggest that Mr. 
Zuckerberg and other senior executives didn’t make compliance with 
the FTC order a priority, the people said. It couldn’t be determined 
exactly what emails the agency has requested and how many of them 
relate to Mr. Zuckerberg.  
 
The FTC investigation began more than a year ago after reports that 
personal data of tens of millions of Facebook users improperly wound 
up in the hands of Cambridge Analytica, a data firm that worked on 
President Trump’s 2016 campaign. The FTC is investigating whether 
that lapse violated the 2012 consent decree with the agency in which 
Facebook agreed to better protect user privacy. Since the Cambridge 
Analytica affair, other privacy missteps have come to light, adding to 
Facebook’s headaches. 
 
Facebook has been eager to strike a deal with the FTC and put the 
Cambridge Analytica scandal behind it. The firm said in April it was 
expecting to pay up to $5 billion as part of an accord with the 
agency. “We have fully cooperated with the FTC’s investigation to date 
and provided tens of thousands of documents, emails and files. We are 
continuing to work with them and hope to bring this matter to an 
appropriate resolution,” a Facebook spokesperson said on Tuesday in 
a statement. On Wednesday, after publication of this article, the 
company sent an additional statement, saying: “At no point did Mark or 
any other Facebook employee knowingly violate the company’s 
obligations under the FTC consent order nor do any emails exist that 
indicate they did.”  
 
It couldn’t be determined whether any of the emails—which have been 
described by people familiar with them but not reviewed by The Wall 
Street Journal—reveal practices that violated the 2012 accord. Any 
evidence that Mr. Zuckerberg was directly involved in a potential failure 
on Facebook’s part to honor the terms of its consent decree with the 
FTC could complicate efforts on both sides to resolve the matter. At 
least some internal emails already provided to the agency show 
Facebook grappling with gray areas in how it should address privacy 
under the consent order, with Mr. Zuckerberg closely involved, 
according to people familiar with the messages. 
 
In one email exchange from April 2012 that has caught regulators’ 
attention, according to a person familiar with the matter, Mr. 
Zuckerberg asked employees about an app that claimed to have built a 
database stocked with information about tens of millions of Facebook 
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users. The developer had the ability to display that user information to 
others on its own site, regardless of those users’ privacy settings on 
Facebook, the person said. 
 
Mr. Zuckerberg wanted to know if such extensive data collection was 
possible and if Facebook should do anything to stop developers from 
displaying that data, the person said. Another employee responded to 
Mr. Zuckerberg’s question, saying it was possible and many 
developers do the same thing but adding it was a complicated issue, 
the person said. The discussion continued without Mr. Zuckerberg or 
anyone else suggesting by email that the company investigate how 
many other apps were stockpiling user data, the person said. 
Eventually Facebook suspended the app in question, the person said, 
adding that it didn’t move aggressively to address the broader problem.  
 
At the time, Facebook executives were largely focused on increasing 
the company’s user base and adding advertisers, and appeared to be 
less diligent about enforcing its data-use rules, developers and former 
employees have said. The company had repeatedly said it was too 
slow to react to privacy and security issues.  
 
That email exchange occurred after the FTC’s consent decree had 
been announced but before it went into effect. The decree says 
Facebook must honor a user’s privacy settings and not share data 
without a user’s explicit permission. If it had been in effect at the time, 
the stockpiling of such user data would potentially have violated it. Mr. 
Zuckerberg’s message seemed to indicate he was aware of that, 
according to the person who was familiar with the exchange. FTC 
staffers have been exploring the episode as part of the investigation, 
the person said. 
 
A multibillion-dollar civil penalty would be a record for the FTC, but the 
agency is under pressure from some lawmakers to extract more 
punitive terms or litigate the matter, since even such a large financial 
penalty would inflict little pain on the tech giant. Some FTC officials 
have debated whether to name Mr. Zuckerberg as a respondent in the 
complaint that would be filed by the agency as part of a settlement. If 
there are documents suggesting Facebook and Mr. Zuckerberg 
specifically didn’t take regulators seriously, that could complicate those 
discussions. There is no indication that any of the documents turned 
over to the FTC show that. 
 
Facebook has vigorously opposed any efforts to hold Mr. Zuckerberg 
personally liable as part of a settlement, according to people familiar 
with the matter. The FTC alternative of suing Facebook in court holds 
risks for both sides. Even if it were to win, the agency would likely 
obtain far less in both monetary penalties and operational changes at 
Facebook than it could gain through a settlement, legal observers have 
said. For Facebook, those people said, litigation would make emails 
involving Mr. Zuckerberg and other senior executives more likely to 
become public, possibly casting doubt on the company’s renewed 
public commitment to privacy. 
 
Mr. Zuckerberg, who last year said he made a “huge mistake” in not 
focusing on user privacy earlier, has been talking about charting a new 

path for Facebook. He announced earlier this year that the company 
would pivot toward encrypted and ephemeral messaging products and 
would support the U.S. government imposing personal-data protection 
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along the lines of Europe’s existing laws. Legal and political efforts in 
numerous jurisdictions are continuing to explore the company’s past 
practices. Sealed American court documents obtained and made 
public by the British Parliament show Facebook sought to expand its 
access to users’ data without informing them and snooped on mobile 
phone users’ activities on other platforms.  
 
In the U.S., the attorney general of Washington, D.C., Karl Racine, is 
suing the company over the Cambridge Analytica matter, alleging in a 
recent filing that Facebook’s staffers were aware that its data was 
being misused for political purposes as early as 2015. Facebook is 
fighting the D.C. lawsuit and has disputed that the company knew of 
the Cambridge Analytica misconduct in 2015. The company has called 
the documents obtained by U.K. officials “cherry-picked” and 
misleading. – Wall Street Journal  
_______________________________________________________ 
Republican lawmakers aren’t committing to the money sought by 
Democratic Gov. Tom Wolf to back up his demand that Pennsylvania’s 
counties replace their voting machines by 2020’s presidential 
elections. Republicans who control Pennsylvania’s Legislature say a 
roughly $34 billion budget counterproposal they are finalizing this week 
doesn’t include the $15 million Wolf requested. 
 
Wolf last year began pressing counties to buy machines with a paper-
based backup that allows a voter to double-check how their vote was 
recorded. That followed warnings by federal authorities that Russian 
hackers had targeted Pennsylvania and at least 20 other states during 
2016’s election. The total replacement cost could exceed $100 
million. But Republicans say there’s no legitimate example of an 
election irregularity in Pennsylvania and that counties that already use 
machines with a paper-based backup shouldn’t be forced to buy new 
machines. – Associated Press   

 

 

   

 

  

 


